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Questions and Answers – Thornton Road Widening PW1428 
 
1. Q: What is the basis of award for this project – Base Bid Only or Base Bid plus Bid 

Alternate A? 
 

A: The “basis of contract award will be the low bidder for the Base Bid”.  Please refer 
to the bidding schedule http://stocktonca.gov/bfDocs/_Bid%20Forms%20-
%20Local%20Project%20-
%20Thornton%20Road%20Widening%20PW1428%20(002).pdf  

 
2. Q: Is there a pre-bid or job walk (mandatory or voluntary)? 
 

A: No bid orientation.  Refer to Public Works /General Bid Procurement page 
http://www.stocktongov.com/services/business/bidFlash/projDetail.html?dept=Public
_Works,idnum=PW1428  No job walk.  Refer to Bidders Checklist 
http://www.stocktongov.com/bfDocs/_Bid%20Forms%20-%20Local%20Project%20-
%20Thornton%20Road%20Widening%20PW1428%20(002).pdf 

 
3. Q: Request Cross Sections for completing a dirt takeoff.   
 

A: Cross sections sheets are provided as drawings XS-1 to XS-12 (Sheets 26-37).    
 
4. Q: In the bid documents a few areas mention that there is a Buy America requirement 

and also the contract shall provide a “Buy America” certificate.  Is the project subject 
to the Buy America or Buy American material requirement for steel products? 

 
A: Project will not be subject to the Buy America requirement.  A Letter of 
Clarification will be issued. 

 
5. Q: The typical cross sections on plan sheet X-1 has some conflicting details shown 

for the median curb and median stamped concrete work to be done. Such as detail 2 
on same plan sheet X-1 shows the median curb sits under the pavement while other 
details show the median curb sits on top of the existing pavement. Please clarify.   

A: Median curb north of Estate and intersection pork chop islands are all full depth 
curbs. All other median curb will sit on top of the pavement as per City of Stockton 
Standard Detail 22. X sheets will be revised accordingly and reissued in addendum. 
A revised bid sheet will be provided with a bid item for median curbing over existing 
pavement. 

 
6. Q: The cross sections on plan sheets XS-1 to XS-12 do not show any median work to 

be done. Please revise your cross sections to reflect these changes. 
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A: XS sheets will be reissued in addendum to reflect full depth median curb. XS 
sheets will not show glue down median curb.  

 
7. Q: The pavement sawcut limits in the layouts on plan sheets C-1 to C-19 do not 

match the pavement limits in the cross sections on plan sheets XS-1 to XS-12. 
Please revise the cross sections to match the layouts.  

 
A: XS sheets will be reissued in addendum to reflect the revised saw cut limits. 

 
8. Q: Can you please provide us with the existing pavement sections.   
 

A: The geotechnical report will be provided as supplementary information which will 
contain existing pavement information.  The report will be posted on Thornton Road 
Widening Project Bidflash page under Plan’s Attachments & Agendas. 

 
9. Q: The Site Reconstruction plan sheets (sheets SR-1 to SR-17) call for AC Driveway 

Patching and PCC Driveway Patching behind the driveways.   What are the AC 
Driveway Patching and PCC Driveway Patching sections that are to be constructed 
behind the driveways.   

 
A: AC driveway section shall match existing but shall be no less than 2” asphalt 
concrete on 6” Class 2 aggregate base. PCC driveway section shall consist of 6” 
Portland cement concrete on 4” Class 2 aggregate base with #4 bars at 18” on 
center each way. 

 
10. Q: For Water Pollution Control, what is the risk level of this project?  I did not see it 

noted in the special provisions.  
 

A: Level 2 
 
11. Q: Are all construction area signs required to be post-mounted?  
 

A: All construction area signs specifically called for post mounting are listed on the 
SC sheets. The City reserves the right to require any other construction area sign 
required to be in place for the entirety of any construction stage to be post mounted. 

 
12. Q: Please clarify that the bid item schedule will remain as currently shown for ‘Bid 

Alternate A”.  It appears Bid Item #24 and #28 were skipped over.  
 
A: A revised bid list will be released in addendum. 

 
13. Q: Please confirm that no under-sidewalk drains are required to be installed as part 

of this project.  
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A: A revised bid list will be released in addendum that contains under sidewalk 
drains. 

 
14. Q: Please provide a detail for the 12” x 12” yard drains (Bid Item #92).  
 

A: A yard drain detail will be provided in addendum. 
 
15. Q: Please provide a Contech model number for the 7 each storm water interceptors 

included under Bid Item #93.  Additionally, please provide a detail with clarification 
for how these structures are to be tied into the existing storm drain systems.  

 
A: Appendix D of the Special Provisions contains the Contech model number and 
details. 

 
16. Q: Will precast materials be allowed for storm drain manholes and sewer manholes?  
 

A: Yes. 
 
17. Q: Will precast materials be allowed for the reinforced box culvert extensions (Bid 

Item #53)?  
 

A: Yes. 
 
18. Q: Please clarify all scopes of work that are to be included and paid under Bid Item 

#53 (“Little Bear Culvert Extension”).  
 

A: The scope of the Little Bear Creek Culvert Extension includes all materials and 
labor necessary for stream diversion, dewatering, excavation, grading, placement of 
all bedding, base, concrete, reinforcement, backfill, and other appurtenances 
necessary for complete construction of the culvert extensions, headwalls, and 
wingwalls at the Little Bear Creek. 

 
19. Q: According to the Notes #3 on plan sheet #78 and #84 stated that, “Contractor to 

maintain access to all residential and commercial driveways during construction”.  
How do we maintain access for smaller driveways (less than 20 ft wide) during 
construction (grading, rocking & concrete work)? Please clarify.   

 
A: Attention is directed to Section 10-1.08 of the Project Special Provisions. Section 
10-1.08 of the Project Special Provisions shall supersede Note #3, on Sheets 78 and 
84 where they conflict. 

 
20. Q: There are no details in the plans that show the concrete barrier type 26 being 

done.  Please provide us the details for this work. 
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A: Type 26 concrete barrier is called for on the typical headwall section of Drawings 
BC-3 and BC-4. Caltrans Standard Detail B11-54 for the concrete barrier is 
included in Appendix B of the Special Provisions. 

 
21. Q: Per Spec. Section 5-1.32 “Hazardous Materials” require soil testing and disposed 

of at a Class II or Class III landfill. If the onsite excavation material is contaminated. 
And Section 9-1.02 “Geotechnical Report” indicated the soil report was prepared by 
Converse Consultants, dated February 12, 2008. Please provide us the most current 
Soil Reports for this project and/or add the Bid Item for “Removal of Contaminated 
Material”. 

 
A: Geotech report provided. 

 
22. Q: Bid Item #5:  Relocate Backflow Assemblies. 

a. These appear not to be defined on the Utility Plans. 
b. Please provide details for relocation requirements. 
c. Please provide sizing for each. 

 
A: Relocation of backflow assemblies is delineated on the SR sheets. Refer to City 
of Stockton Standard Details 97 and 97A for Typical Installations for Back Flow 
Prevention Devices and Backflow Installation. Sizes to match existing. 

 
23. Q: Bid Item #73: New Fire Hydrants. 

a. Please provide a detail of the materials required for each installation.  
b. Is it the intent of each installation to require 2 valves? 
c. Typical notes on the Utility Plans appear to indicate 8” pipe installation to the 

‘water valve”.  Is it the intent to then reduce pipe size to 6” for installation of 
each fire hydrant? 

d. Various locations appear to show 2 fire hydrants on one water main 
connection (Ref. U-2 at Colt Drive).  Please verify this is the intent for new 
installation of the fire hydrant(s). 

e. Does the City have records of the type of existing pipe to be tapped at each 
location? 

f. This request is also made for Bid Alternate A, Bid Item #25. 
 

A: Refer to City of Stockton Standard Detail 101 for Fire Hydrant Detail. Two valves 
are needed if the lateral is 100 feet or greater. It is the intent to reduce pipe sizes 
from 8” to 6” for installation of each fire hydrant. In some locations, there are 2 fire 
hydrants on one water main.  
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24. Q:  Bid Item #74:  Relocate Metered Service.   
a. Spec Section 10-1.47, page 140 defines each to be “removed and 

replaced with a complete new service….”.  Please provide details of the 
intent of “relocation” or “replacement”. 

b. These appear not to be defined on the Utility Plans. 
c. Please provide details for relocation requirements. 
d. Please provide sizing for each. 

 
A: Intent is for reuse of existing materials where the condition of existing materials 
and construction sequencing permits such. Refer to City of Stockton Standard 
Details 92, 92A, and 93 for Water Meter Details. Relocation of water meters is 
delineated on SR sheets.  Meter and service size to match existing. 

 
 

25. Q:  Bid Item #83:  Relocate Irrigation Box. 
a. These appear not to be defined on the Utility Plans. 
b. Please provide details for relocation requirements. 
c. Please provide sizing for each. 

 
A: Refer to SR sheets for irrigation box relocation. Intent is to relocate irrigation 
facilities to match existing. 
 

26. Q: Bid Item #84: Relocate PIV. 
a. This PIV appears not to be defined on the Utility Plans. 
b. Please provide details for relocation requirements. 
c. Please provide sizing for the PIV. 

 
A: Refer to SR sheets for PIV relocation. Refer to City of Stockton Standard Details 
102-103A. 

 
27. Q: Does the city have their own bid bond form or are we supposed to just use a 

generic form? 
 

A: Regarding the bid bond form, it is up to the financial institution that issues the 
bond as long as the proper information is there.  Please refer to the instructions to 
bidders 5 (C) at the following link: 
http://www.stocktongov.com/bfDocs/_Instructions%20to%20Bidders%20-
%20Local%20Project%20-%20Thornton%20Road%20Widening%20PW1428.pdf  

 
28. Q: Can construction water to be draw directly from the City fire hydrant? If not, 

please provide us the water source location. 
 

A: Refer to Section 5-1.30 of the Special Provisions.  If construction water is to be 
drawn from City fire hydrants, the contractor is required to complete a “City of 
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Stockton Water Utility Application for Temporary Water Service from Fire Hydrant” 
application and submit it to the following:  

 
John Wotila 
City of Stockton 
Municipal Utilities Department 
345 North El Dorado Street 
Stockton, CA 95202 
(209) 937-8436 
John.Wotila@stocktonca.gov  

 
Application can be found on the City Bid Flash page for this project.  Cost of permit, 
meters, and water used shall be the Contractor’s responsibility. 

 

29. Q: Special Provisions Section 10-1.45 (Remove Drainage Structures and Drainage 
Pipes) states that a 15” thick section of asphalt concrete is to be paved in locations 
where pipe or a structure are removed, whether in an existing or widened roadway 
area.  Many of the storm drain laterals and also the larger dimeter mainline storm 
drain runs would fall into these categories.  To clarify, is the City requiring all of 
these locations to get a 15” deep section of asphalt placed back over the trench / 
excavation when inside the new widened areas throughout the project?  

 
A:  Addendum 2 shall provide the following clarification. The structural section in 
areas of existing pavement shall be replaced to match existing, but in no case shall 
be less than 13” of AC. The structural section in a widened area shall match the 
design pavement section for the widened area. 

 
30. Q: Please clarify the trench patch depth requirements for storm drain installation in 

existing or widened areas that do not include an existing structure / pipe removal.  
 
A:  Trench patch depth requirements shall be consistent with City of Stockton 
Standard Detail No 50 and 50B in existing areas. It is anticipated that storm drain 
installation will precede paving in widening areas and “patching” is not required.  
Paving will consist of the design structural section for the widened areas. 

 
31. Q: Please clarify the scope to be paid under Base Bid Item #54 (“Pedestrian Ramp 

at Sta 80+00 Rt”).  Is there a different scope / reason that we need to be aware of 
that this ramp is not paid in the same bid items as the other ramps for the project?  
 
A:  Addendum 2 will rename “Pedestrian Ramp at Sta 80+00 Rt.” to “ADA Access 
Ramp at Sta 82+00 Rt.”. Refer to sheet SR-17. 
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32. Q: Cross section information is missing from all side streets where the widening 
wraps around from Thornton onto adjacent streets (Estate, Broadridge, Otto, Colt, 
Wagner Heights, etc.).  This information is required to accurately review roadway 
excavation / embankment quantities.  Please provide these cross sections, or at a 
minimum detailed construction details with proposed / existing grade information.  
 
A:  Cross sections were not generated for the side streets. These are not available. 
All tie-ins at ends of curb returns match existing grades. Scale plans as appropriate. 

 
33. Q: Cross sections are not provided for locations covered under Bid Alternate A.  This 

information is required to accurately review roadway excavation quantities / scope.  
Please provide these cross sections.  
 
A:  Cross sections were not generated for Alternate A, refer to the standard section 
sheets X-2 for more information. 

 
34. Q: There are no cross sections that accurately reflect the Stage 3 median work.  

This information is required to accurately review roadway excavation / embankment 
quantities.  Please revise / provide these cross sections.  
 
A:  Revised cross sections provided as part of Addendum 1 contain additional 
median information. 

 
35. Q: There is no elevation data provided for downstream of the Little Bear Creek 

culvert extension.  Please provide these grades or clarify that the contractor is to 
match existing grades.  
 
A:  Contractor to match existing grades. 

 
36. Plan Sheets C-5, C-6 and CD-8 show a new cul-de-sac being constructed on the 

Frontage Road west of Thornton Road.  Please see the following questions: 
 
Q: There are no cross sections provided for this location.  This information is 
required to accurately review roadway excavation / embankment quantities.  Please 
provide these cross sections with data on existing grades.  
 
A:  Cross sections were not developed for the cul-de-sac. 

 
Q: Plan Sheet CD-8 is hard to read regarding where Note #15 (2” AC / 4” AB 
driveway) applies – where it starts, stops, etc,..  On the west side of the cul-de-sac, 
there are two #15 notes shown for adjacent areas that appear to have different 
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boundaries.  Also, there is no note or section provided for inside the cul-de-sac.  
Please clarify all sections required on Sheet CD-8 and clarify the limits of these 
sections.  
 
A:  Note 15 applies to the new AC driveways extending from the back of the new 
residential driveway aprons (Note 12) established by the new cul-de-sac to match in 
with the existing driveway pavement. The roadway structural section shall be 3” AC 
on 6” AB. Addendum 2 will clarify. 

 
37. Q: Reference Plan Sheet X-1.  There appear to be a gaps for the typical sections 

between Stations 28+72 – 29+85 and 41+21 – 42+22.  Please clarify and provide 
this information.  
 
A:  The gap between Stations 28+72 – 29+85 spans the intersection of Estate 
Drive. No cross section is required across this intersection. The gap between 
Stations 41+21 – 42+22 shall be clarified in Addendum 2.  

 
38. Q: Reference Plan Sheet X-1.  Typical section from Station 54+31 – 83+00 does 

not reflect the required median work required.  Please clarify and revise these 
typical sections.  
 
A:  This sheet has been revised as part of Addendum 1. 

 
39. Q: Base Bid Item #90 (Type 1 Manhole) lists a quantity of 14 each on the bid 

schedule.  This quantity appears considerably low and nearly twice as many appear 
to be called out on the drainage profile sheets.  Please clarify this quantity and 
revised bid schedule if applicable.  
 
A:  The correct quantity of storm drain manholes is 23. Addendum 2 will correct. 

 
40. Q: There is not a bid item specifically for sewer manholes.  Are the new sewer 

manholes compensated under Bid Item #90?  In addition, please clarify the quantity 
of new sewer manholes required for the project.    
 
A:  A new bid item will be added in Addendum 2 for sanitary sewer manholes. There 
are 2 sewer manholes.  

 
41. Q: Are the new sewer manholes required to be lined / coated?  If so, please confirm 

the specification for this material.  
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A:  New sanitary sewer manholes are to be lined/coated as per Section 71-1.09A of 
the City of Stockton Standard Specifications. 

 
42. Q: Please clarify the “Plan and Profile” and “Plan and Profile – Curb” sheets, 

specifically regarding new curb ramps notes shown that appear to show required 
ramp locations for the project.  For example, Plan Sheet C1 and C3 have call outs 
for Note #1 (New Curb Ramp) but the curb ramp symbol is not depicted which 
appears to show that a ramp is not required.  It is unclear whether these locations 
follow the curb ramp note or do not get a curb ramp because the symbol is not 
shown.  This occurs on various other plans sheets also.  This information is needed 
to analyze actual ramp layout required, etc,… Please clarify / revise these “C” plan 
sheets as applicable.  
 
A:  Curb ramp callout shall govern, with the exception of NW corner of Wagner 
Heights/Thornton. Replacement of the existing ramp is no longer required at that 
location. 

 
 
43. Q: The provided Geotechnical Investigation Report prepared by Converse 

Consultants, dated February 12, 2008 does not indicated boring existing roadway 
pavement nor existing parking lot pavement. Please provide us with existing 
pavement sections for parking lots and roadway.  

 
A:  Additional information for the mainline roadway has been provided in the Draft 
Pavement Evaluation Report. Thickness information for the parking lots was not 
collected.  

 
44. Q: Is there a cost for the City Encroachment Permit?  If so, please provide the cost 

so we can include in our costs.  
 

A:  The City and County (if required by Alternate A) will waive costs for 
Encroachment Permits. 

 
 

45. Q: Does the city have an estimated cost for the NOI?  
 

A:  Fees for 2015-16 are provided at the following web address. 
http://www.waterboards.ca.gov/resources/fees/water_quality/docs/fy1516_sw_fees.p
df 
 

46. Q: There are bid items for adjusting third party dry utility structures/ manholes/boxes.  
Due to liability issues/concerns, only contractors working directly for the utility 
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companies are allowed to adjust their iron.  Can you revisit this requirement and 
remove from the bid list.  
 
A:  The requirement will be removed from the bid list as part of Addendum 2. 

 
47. Q: On the cross sections, there appears to be design grade vs. existing grade issues 

from about station 25+00 to 28+00.  Please advise what the intent is at these 
locations. 

 
A:  See revised cross sections provided in Addendum 1. 

 
48. Q: Please confirm that PCMS boards are not required on the project.  

 
A:  It is not the intent of the traffic control plans in the Project Drawings to cover all 
possible traffic control situations that may occur. Depending on the Contractor’s 
schedule and operations, PCMS boards may be required for short term specialized 
traffic control. 

 
49. Q: There seems to be some significant elevation changes between the existing road 

and some of the properties we tie in to.  Is there a max or min slope we need to 
worry about, whether it’s up or down into the properties? 

 
A:  In general, the design plans for tie-ins are governed by a maximum 10% slope at 
the driveways and maximum 3:1 slope for landscaped areas. 

 
50. Q: Why are there conform grinds where the application is microsurfacing?  

 
A:  Conform grinds have been removed as part of Addendum 1. They were 
associated with a previous design alternative that was removed from design. 

 
51. Q: On sheet C1 at the intersection of Estate & Frontage there are 2 Note 1’s calling 

for curb ramps per COS Std Dwg 32. Are we just installing the sidewalk ramp portion 
and not the curbs? On sheet C5 at the intersection of Otto & Frontage there is also a 
Note 1 calling for a curb ramp per COS Std Dwg 32. This location is very detailed in 
what is wanted as opposed to the prior two.  

 
A:  Curb and gutter are being installed as part of the curb ramps. 

 
52. Q: What is the pavement structural section for Frontage Road Cul de sac at station 

F 2+53  
 
A:  3” AC on 6” AB. Addendum 2 will clarify. 
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53. Q: The existing HCR at the NW corner of the intersection at Thornton and Wagner 
Heights looks to have been updated to compliance recently. Do we need to replace 
it as noted on the plans? The plans only indicate replacement with a note but no 
further details.  

 
A:  This ramp is not to be replaced. Contractor’s should disregard this note. 

 
54. Q: Is the work on Mosher Creek Bridge on the base bid or the alternate bid? Are we 

adding new barriers/railings and raised sidewalks to the bridge?  
 

A:  All work on the Mosher Creek Bridge, with the exception of microsurface is 
removed from the project. Addendum 2 will clarify. 

 
55. Q: The fire hydrant service at station 29+90 is to hot tap into an existing 16”, the 

valve is shown 50’ away from the hot tap sleeve. Will 2 valves be required or is a 
single valve to be located at the hot tap sleeve? This is typical of many service taps 
shown on the plans.  

 
A:  Contractors shall bid the plans as shown. Additional valves added to the project 
will be paid for as extra work. 

 
56. Q: At station 94+50 there is a new FH service being added. This hot tap service is at 

the water line crossing the Mosher Slough Bridge. Is this correct and is it possible?  
 

A:  Hot tap connection will have to occur at or near Sta 95+30. 
 

57. Q: Is there a SS line profile or detail for the system at station 75+40?  
 

A:  A SS profile drawing has not been prepared for this system. Pipe and manhole 
invert elevations have been provided. 

 
58. Q: Are there 2 new SSMH at the intersection of Thornton & Waudman?  

 
A:  Yes. A bid item for SSMH will be added as part of Addendum 2. 

 
 

59. Q: SDMH station 70+00 left, is this an ATG or remove and replace? Conflicting info 
on plan view and details.  

 
A:  This SDMH will not be removed and replaced. Addendum 2 will correct. 

 
60. Q: Special Provision Section 5-1.31 references NELs and requirements associated 

with NELs.  The General Permit was amended in 2012 to remove NELs and 
requirements associated with NELs.  We request that the Owner acknowledge these 
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changes and request clarification as to the NEL language in the specifications.  
 
A:  The City acknowledges the writ of mandate resulting in NELs for Risk Level 3 
Projects no longer in effect. As per Addendum 1, the project is Risk Level 2. NEL 
language in the specifications pertains to Risk Level 3 projects. No modification to 
the specifications is necessary. 

 
61. Q: Special Provision Section 5-1.32 discusses unknown concentration levels of 

potentially contaminated soil and these the costs shall be included by the Contractor 
in the various items of work.  Please confirm that this is not to be included by the 
Contractor and that all testing / disposal costs will be treated as change order work if 
encountered.  If not, please identify any contaminated soil on-site, the quantities and 
the levels of contamination so that disposal costs can be included in the appropriate 
contract items.  
 
A:  As per addendum 1, testing and disposal costs for addressing contaminated soil 
shall be treated as additional work. 

 
62. Q: Special Provision Section 10-1.18 states “Surplus excavated material not 

designated as hazardous waste due to various contaminants and petroleum 
contamination shall become the property of the Contractor and shall be disposed of 
in conformance with all Federal, State, and Local regulations.”  State and Federal 
hazardous waste levels have not been established for Total Petroleum 
Hydrocarbons (TPH).  Is this section intended to state that surplus excavated 
material not contaminated due to various contaminants and petroleum contamination 
(i.e., clean fill) shall become the property of the Contractor and shall be disposed of 
in conformance with all Federal, State, and Local regulations?  
 
A:  Addendum 2 will clarify to indicate that surplus excavated material not 
designated as hazardous waste as per Special Provision Section 5-1.32 shall 
become the property of the Contractor and shall be disposed of in conformance with 
all Federal, State, and Local regulations. 

 
63. Q: Please confirm the City’s Biologist (no cost to Contractor) will complete all work 

associated with fish removal, etc,.. for the creek diversion.  Please clarify if the 
Contractor is required to bear any costs associated with the project’s Biologist.  
 
A:  Biologist services will be furnished by the City. A bid item for fish removal shall 
be added in Addendum 2. 
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64. Q: Please confirm that the Owner will designate an LRP to obtain General Permit 
coverage (Reference Section 10-1.01, Paragraph 4)  
 
A:  The owner will designate an LRP to obtain General Permit coverage. 
 

65. Q: Please clarify what limits of work are included in the payment of the ramp item.  Is 
it just the area in the wings?  Is it everything within the entire return from BC to EC?  
Is the curb included?  

 
A:  Payment limits shall be bounded by the grade break separating the sidewalk and 
the top of the wings/ramp and shall include wings, ramp, truncated domes, retaining 
curb (if placed), and curb and gutter adjacent to ramp and wings. 

 
66. Q: Please provide R values for all areas to receive concrete.  Without this 

information we are unable to determine if AB will be required under all, none or a 
portion of the proposed concrete C/G and SW.  

 
A:  R-value data is limited, however appears to indicate R-values less than 50. AB 
will be required under all of the proposed concrete curb and gutter and sidewalk. 

 
67. Q: Can you clarify where sidewalk is and isn’t required?  There are several 

locations/areas where there appears to be sidewalk on the plans but not on the 
cross sections and vice versa.  One example can be found at station 35+55 on sheet 
C-3.  On this sheet it appears that the sidewalk starts at this location and continues 
up station.  However, when you look at the corresponding stations on the cross 
sections, there is no sidewalk shown.  Strictly looking at quantities, it appears that 
the intent is for SW behind nearly all curb and gutter however, neither the plans or 
the cross sections indicate this scenario.  Please advise.  

 
A:  The sidewalk from 35+55 Lt. to approx. 42+22 Lt. was a late addition to the plans 
and is not reflected in the cross sections. Addendum 2 will clarify. 

 
68. Q: Cross sections also do not appear to account for any AB beneath any of the SW.  

Does the roadway excavation quantity account for an AB section under the SW?  
 

A:  AB is required under the SW as per City of Stockton Standard Detail No. 25. 
Excavation for the sidewalk is included in the sidewalk bid item. Addendum 2 will 
clarify. 

 
69. Q: Reference Plan Sheet SC-1 and SC-7.  Note #1 on both sheets under the 

“Procedure” header states that the final lift of AC is to be placed in Stage 3. This 
would mean that both northbound and southbound widening pavement is to be left 
one lift low and the top lift of AC placed after traffic is switched into the Stage 3 
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alignment.  Therefore all Stage 3 traffic will be routed where final lift paving needs to 
occur and this work will now be required to occur under northbound / southbound 
lane closures – or is this note incorrect and final lift paving will occur within the 
respective Stage 1 and Stage 2 work?  

 
A:  Addendum 2 will indicate that Note #1 on these sheets only applies to Alternate 
A work.  

 
70. Q: Reference Plan Sheet X-2 and Stage 3 Construction Plans.  The full width cold 

pane and overlay (Note #2 on Sheet X-2 of 0.35’ AC / 0.17’ Cold Plane) for the Bid 
Alternate A from approximate station 94+50 to the end of the project is not shown on 
the construction staging plans.  Stage 1 and 2 plans show only the widening work.  
What stage is this full width grind / overlay work required to be completed?  Are the 
AC top lifts for the widenings required to be completed with the full width overlay in 
Stage 3 for Bid Alternate A work only?  

 
A:  Stage 3. Correct, top lift paving for the full width overlay is applicable to Stage 3 
only. 

 
71. Q: Please confirm when the fire hydrant and associated laterals are required to be 

constructed.  For the longer lateral runs that span the entire width of the roadway, 
installation will cross all 3 construction stages of the plans.  The assumption is that 
these can be installed during any stage and will required lane closures and / or traffic 
detours.  

 
A:  It is the intent of the City to work with Contractors to construct during any stage 
with appropriate lane closures and appropriate traffic control.  

 
72. Question: The plan and profile sheets show new soundwall construction in the 

Stations noted as Bid Alternate A (Sheets C-17 to C-20).  There is no bid item for 
soundwall in Bid Alternate A.  Please clarify.  

 
A:  This bid item will be added in Addendum 2. 

 
73. Q: The concrete barrier Type 26 and tubular safety rail shown at Mosher Creek on 

Plan Sheet X-2 (approximate Station 93+98 to 94+50) spans the line for the end of 
the Base Bid and start of Bid Alternate A, per the line designated on Sheet C-17.  
These scopes do not have bid items in the Bid Alternate A schedule.  Will bid items 
be added or does all of this work pay under Base Bid items #55 and #60?  

 
A:  All work on the Mosher Creek Bridge, with the exception of microsurfacing is 
removed from the project. Addendum 2 will clarify. 
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74. Q: Plan Sheet U-5 has a note for a new fire hydrant at approximate Station 93+90, 

however it is not shown on the plans.  Please clarify and revise plan sheet to include 
if applicable (lateral run length shown, etc,..).  

 
A:  No fire hydrant is planned for this location. Note 4 will be deleted in Addendum 2. 

 
75. Q: DS #41 and #42 appear to be new on the Drainage Profile sheets (D6 to D-8) 

however they are not depicted as new on Plan and Profile sheets (C-7, C-9, C-11, 
C-13 and C-15).  Please clarify.  

 
A:  The storm drain profile information is correct. Addendum 2 will clarify. 

 
76. Q: Is this project subject to asphalt oil index adjustment?  Please clarify and confirm 

specification.  
 

A:  The project will not include an asphalt oil index adjustment. 
 

 

77. Q: Please provide structural sections and limits for Frontage Road bulb 
improvements (just south of Otto right side).  

 
A:  3” AC on 6” AB. Addendum 2 will clarify. 

 
78. Q: Please provide structural section for AC driveway and parking lot areas.  

 
A:  2” AC on 4” AB 

 

79. Q: Reference DS #41 on Plan Sheet D-7.  The SDMH shown at approximate Station 
76+20 is depicted as an existing manhole that only gets adjusted to a new finish 
grade, however it also shows this manhole being connected to pipe with new collars 
implying it is an new manhole.  Please clarify.  

 
A:  Collars were shown in error. The manhole is existing and only gets adjusted to 
new finish grade. Addendum 2 will clarify. 

 
80. Q: Certain locations of cold planing span multiple construction stages.  Please clarify 

when this work is to be completed.  
 

A: As per addendum 1, cold planing north of 94+50 has been removed from the 
project. Remaining cold planing of Alternate A shall be performed in Stage 3. 
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81. Q: Please clarify the intent of the side street conforms (designated as “driveway 
conform” per hatching) where no full width paving is being constructed.  This is 
shown at various locations.  

 
A:  As per Addendum 1, conform grinds north of 94+50 have been removed from the 
drawings. 

 
82. Q: The only item for sewer pipe appears to be Bid Item #85 which is 160 LF and a 

combination of 8” sewer and storm drain pipe.  Please see the following questions: 
a. Where is the 8” storm drain pipe located?  

A:  8” pipe is sanitary sewer only. Addendum 2 will clarify. 
 

b. Please confirm that all sewer pipe pays under Bid Item #85.  
A:  Correct. 
 

c. Please confirm that all sewer manholes pay under Bid Item #90.  
A:  A sanitary sewer bid item will be added in addendum 2. 
 
 

d. Please confirm locations and quantities for the 8” sewer pipe.  Based on 
the sewer shown on Plan Sheets C-11 and C-13, there appears to be 
quite a bit more than the 160 LF in Bid Item #85 (sewer running across / 
parallel with Thornton in multiple locations in addition to the 8” storm drain 
that is supposed to be included in this bid item also).  
A:  A revised bid schedule will be provided with addendum 2. 
 

83. Q: Is there an actual length for each culvert extension?  I can’t seem to find 
anything on the plans.  

 
A:  Contractor shall scale plans accordingly.  

 
84. Q: Can you please identify the design sections for AC/AB for the Cul-de-sac located 

at approximate station 42+50 on plan sheet C-5?  
 

A:  3” AC on 6” AB. Addendum 2 will clarify. 
 

 

85. Q: Sheet SR-2 shows removal and relocation of two (2) automatic wrought iron slide 
gates. The Bid Item list only calls for one (1) automated gate to be removed and 
relocated. 

a. Please clarify if there are two automatic gates or one automatic gate that 
needs to be removed and relocated. 
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A:  One automatic and one manual wrought iron gate will need to be 
relocated. A revised bid schedule will be provided with addendum 2. 

b. If there are two automatic gates, please revise Bid Item #46 to include a total 
of two (2). 

 
86. Q: Sheet SR-3 shows a total of 127 LF of existing chain link fence being removed 

(one slide gate is located within this removal section). New chain link fence and two 
slide gates are to be installed. There is another existing slide gate that appears to 
remain in place. 

a. Are these two new chain link manual gates to be included in Bid Item #40? 
A:  A revised bid schedule will be provided with addendum 2. 

 
87. Q: Sheet SR-6 shows states to remove existing brick column and chain fence and 

remove 19’ of existing chain link fence. The bid item description for #50 simply 
states to remove these fences and does not mention that any of this fencing is to be 
replaced.  

a. Will the brick column and chain fence and the chain link fence be replaced in 
kind? 
A:  No. Removal only. 
 

b. There is an additional piece of existing chain link fence (in between the 
emergency gate and the brick and chain fence) that is not called out for 
removal or replacement. 

i. Will this additional piece of chain link fence need to be removed and 
replaced? 
A:  Yes. Addendum 2 will clarify. 

 
88. Q: There is some existing cable railing to the left of the existing emergency gate 

shown on SR-9.  
a. Will the cable railing need to be removed and replaced? 

A:  Removed only. Addendum 2 will clarify that removal is included in culvert 
extension work. 
 

b. If so, please provide a bid item for this work. 
 

89. Q: There is an existing emergency gate located at Bear Creek. This gate is not 
shown on the plans as replace or new.  

a. Is this gate to be included in bid item #42, which has a total of 4 gates listed? 
A:  No. 
 

b. If so, where is the 4th gate located at (one is shown on SR-9, Bear Creek 
location and SR-16) 
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A:  Addendum 2 will correct the gate quantity to 2. 
 

90. Q: Sheet SR-15 calls for 180 LF of existing 4’ high fence to be removed and re-
installed. I scaled the fence lines and I am coming up with a total of 225’. There is 
additional 4’ high fence to be removed/replaced on sheets SR-5, SR-9 and SR-10 
(combined total, including the fence on SR-15 is 307 LF). Bid Item #44 has a total of 
185 LF listed for this scope of work. 

a. Please confirm the footage that is to be removed and re-installed – revise the 
bid sheet as needed. 
A:  A revised bid schedule will be provided with addendum 2. 

 
91. Q: Sheet SR-16 calls for a steel pipe fire access gate. I am assuming that this gate 

falls under bid item #42 (emergency access gate). There is existing metal bar fence 
(approximately 40’) at this location but the plans do not call it out. 

a. Is the metal bar fence at this location to be included in bid item #43? 
A:  Yes 
 

b. There is also cable railing at this location that is not called out on the plans to 
be removed/replaced. 

i. Will the cable railing need to be removed and replaced? 
A:  Removed only.  Addendum 2 will clarify that removal is included in 
culvert extension work. 

ii. If so, please provide a bid item for this work. 
 

92. Q: There are two slide gates shown on Sheet SR-3.  
a. Are these two gates to be included in bid item #40? 

A:  A revised bid schedule will be provided with addendum 2. 
 

b. If so, where is the 3rd gate located (if is not shown on the plans)? 
 

93. Q: There are two chain link single swing gates shown on Sheet SR-6. There are also 
two chain link double swing gates shown on SR-15. Bid Item #41 (remove and 
replace chain link swing gate) lists a total of 2 gates. 

a. Please revise the bid item quantity to include these two additional gates. 
A:  A revised bid schedule will be provided with addendum 2. 

 
94. Q: Sheet SR-2 states to remove and replace 45’ of 3’ high wood fence (it is actually 

a 2-rail wood fence). I did not see a bid item for this scope of work. 
a. Please provide a bid item for this work. 

A:  A revised bid schedule will be provided with addendum 2. 
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95. Q: SR-11 states to remove/relocate 46’ of existing fence. 10’ of this fence is chain 
link fence with barbed wire on top and 36’ of this fence is a Cal-Trans type of chain 
link fence. 

a. What bid item does this scope of work fall under? 
A:  Both will fall under “Remove and replace 6’ Chain Link Fence 

 
96. Q: SR-14 states to remove 4’ of chain link fence to back of walk and remove 11’ of 

chain link fence to back of walk. It is not clear what bid item this work falls under. 
a. What scope of work does this scope of work fall under? 

A:  A revised bid schedule will be provided with addendum 2. 
 

97. Q: Bid Alternate A, Bid Item 19 calls to remove 100’ of fences. The plans do not 
show 100’ of fences to be removed. 

a. Where are these fences located? 
A:  This dimension is incorrect. A revised bid schedule will be provided with 
addendum 2. 
 

98. Q: A Geotechnical Report is referenced in the plans and specifications.  We request 
a copy for review / analysis for deeper excavations, water table, etc,… Can this 
report be provided?  

 
A: Geotechnical Report has been posted to the City’s Bid Flash page for this project. 

 
99. Q: Are as-builts available of the existing box culvert / headwalls / wingwalls / 

floodwalls at Little Bear Creek?  If not, please provide bid assumptions to be made 
for depths of various walls, presence / size of footings, etc,..  

 
A: As built drawings for the existing box culvert, walls, etc. are not available. 
Contractors will need to make their own assumptions for demolition and removal of 
existing infrastructure to allow for construction of new culvert extension, walls etc as 
per the design drawings. 

 
100. Q: The landscaping plans sheets (L-01 to L-07) do not appear to have bid items that 

reflect this work.  Please clarify and add if applicable.  
 
A: A revised bid sheet will be provided with a lump sum bid item for this work.  

 
101. Q: Please clarify location of work and scope to be paid under Base Bid Item #23 

(“Remove Miscellaneous Concrete”).  
 

A: Removal of Miscellaneous Concrete is associated with work on the SR sheets. 
Intent of the Removal of Miscellaneous Concrete bid item is for removal of existing 
concrete flatwork outside of the roadway, associated with adjacent properties, that 
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would not otherwise be classified as other items (i.e. sidewalk, curb and gutter, or 
driveway.) 

 
102. Q: Please clarify location of work and scope to be paid under Base Bid Item #65 

(“Install Miscellaneous Concrete”).  
 

A: Install Miscellaneous Concrete is associated with work on the SR sheets. Intent 
of the Install Miscellaneous Concrete bid item is for installation of concrete flatwork 
outside of the roadway, associated with adjacent properties, that would not 
otherwise be classified as other items (i.e. sidewalk, curb and gutter, or driveway.) 

 
103. Q: The plans and specifications appear to reference coordination required with a 

biologist (creek diversion, etc,..).  Please confirm that the City provides / furnishes 
costs associated with the project biologist and that the Contractor is not required to 
provide this.  

 
A: The City of Stockton will provide biologist services. 

 
 

104. Q: It appears the asphalt sawcutting for the widenings pays under Base Bid Item 
#17.  Please confirm where the asphalt sawcutting pays for the median excavation 
for installation of the new Type A1-8 curbs.  

 
A:  An addendum will be provided clarifying the median work. Medians with the 
exception of intersection pork chop islands and center median north of Estates will 
be placed on existing pavement. Sawcuts for the porkchop islands and center 
median north of Estate are already included in the project drawings and bid 
quantities. 

 
105. Q: Plan sheet C-17 depicts 1 each driveway on the west side of Thornton Road at 

approximate Station 92+50, however no notes are provided.  Please clarify the width 
and type (residential or commercial).  

 
A: Driveway at approximate Station 92+50 to be commercial with a width of 25 feet. 

 
106. Q: Plan sheet C-19 depicts 3 each driveways on the west side of Thornton Road.  

Please clarify the driveway types (residential or commercial).  
 

A: Residential. 
 

107. Q: Bid Alternate A lists 4 each residential driveways under Bid Item #18 and no bid 
item for commercial driveways.  Plan sheets C-17 to C-20 show 1 each commercial 
driveway and 3 each driveways where the type is not specified.  Please clarify and 
revise the bid items for type and quantity if applicable.  
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A: Bid table will be revised by addendum. 
 
 

108. Q: Reference plan sheets X-2 and C-17 to C-20.  The plan and profile sheets for 
the alternate bid schedule appear to show a typical widening scope of work, in 
addition to a full width 0.17’ cold plane with 0.35’ AC overlay as noted on Sheet X-2.  
However sheet X-2 typical section from Station 94+50 to 96+00 calls out Note #1 
which appears to be a full depth removal and reconstruct (0.50’ AC / 1.92’ AB).  I 
assume this isolated area is not a full depth reconstruct and should reference Note 
#2 also.  Please clarify.  

 
A: 94+50 to 96+00 is a full depth reconstruction due to the extent of pavement 
failure in this area. 

 
109. Q: Where sidewalk/curb/gutter does not exist, many of the driveways have culverts 

underneath them.  The plans are not clear regarding removal of these culverts.  
Plan sheet SR-10 calls for removal of a 16” CMP culvert at approximate Station 
90+00.  The driveway immediately adjacent and north of this shows a culvert but 
does not call for removal.  The plans do not show culvert removals at any other 
locations but it appears removal is required.  Please clarify removal requirements, 
item to be paid under and potential quantity increases as applicable.  

 
A: It is the intent of the project to remove culverts under existing driveways that will 
no longer be needed with the proposed curb and gutter. Bid table will be revised by 
addendum. Contractors are referred to Section 9-1.03 “Quantities” of the Project 
Special Provisions. 

 
110. Q: There are no details in the plans that show for the 8’ soundwall and concrete 

barrier type 26 being done.  Please provide us the details for this work. This 
soundwall and barrier should show in the cross sections so we can determine how 
to calculate the excavation and backfill.?  

 
A:  Appendix D of the Special Provisions contains details for the 8’ soundwall. Type 
26 concrete barrier is called for on the typical headwall section of Drawings BC-3 
and BC-4. Caltrans Standard Detail B11-54 for the concrete barrier is included in 
Appendix B of the Special Provisions. Addedum No. 3 includes footing details to be 
added to Appendix D for the soundwalls 

 
111. Q: Looking over the plans and the quantity show/stated on the plan, where the 

quantities given to Items on the Bid Schedule, do not match, will they just be 
adjusted to what is installed in the field at the Item price?  
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A:  The quantities will be field adjusted to reflect what is installed by the contractor. 
The unit price will be applied to any adjustments. 

 
112. Q: Please clarify that the bid item schedule will remain as currently shown for “Bid 

Alternate A”.  It appears Bid Item #24 and #28 were skipped over?  
 
A:  Addendum No. 2 included a revised bid form. 

 
113. Q: Please confirm that no under-sidewalk drains are required to be installed as part 

of this project.  
 
A:  Under sidewalk drains are not anticipated to be installed. If during construction a 
sidewalk drain is necessary, the item will be installed and paid for as a field change. 

 
114. Q: Please provide a detail for the 12” x 12” yard drains (Bid Item #92).  Please 

provide these cross sections.  
 
A:  Addendum No. 2 includes a description of the modified yard drain to be 
installed. 

 
115. Q: The utility plans reference hot tap t-connections for the new fire hydrant laterals 

into the existing water lines.  Is the Contractor required to furnish and complete this 
hot tap work?  
 
A:  The material of existing water main is noted in Addendum No. 3. The contractor 
is responsible for the hot tap. 

 
116. Q: The “Site Reconstruction” plan sheets do not go south of approximate Station 

92+00.  Plan Sheets C-17 to C-20 show 2 each driveways in the base bid and 4 
each driveways in the alternate bid that are south of Station 92+00.  Asphalt / 
concrete patching requirements are not shown for these areas as typically shown 
for the rest of the project.  Please provide “Site Reconstruction” plan sheets for 
approximate Station 92+00 south to the end of the project.  Additionally, these plan 
sheets would be needed for review of landscape removals, modifications, etc. 
which are bid items included in Bid Alternate A. 
 
A:  The project south of Mosher Slough does not include widening of Thornton 
Road and therefore Site Reconstruction sheets will not be provided for these 
properties. Landscape removals and modifications are within the reasonable 
expectations of the work to construct the improvements shown. Contractors are 
expected to review the site before bidding. 
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117. Q: Other than an encroachment permit from the city, are there any other required 

permits? 
 
A:  The contractor is required to obtain a construction storm water general permit. 
Addendum No. 2 addresses permits required through the City and County. 
Addendum No. 3 addresses any other permitting required by the contractor. 

 
118. Q: There are bid items for adjusting third party dry utility 

structures/manholes/boxes.  Due to liability issues/concerns, only contractors 
working directly for the utility companies are allowed to adjust their iron.  Can you 
revisit this requirement and remove from the bid list.  
 
A:  Addendum No. 2 addresses the question.  

 
119. Q: Many Utility Notes are pointing to nothing or are located in the wrong place.  

 
A:  Sheets will not be amended to revise leaders. Contractor to field verify as 
needed. 

 
120. Q: Reference Special Provisions Section 10-1.29 (Miscellaneous Concrete 

Structures) on Page 128.  Second paragraph states that all driveways shall be 
constructed using rapid set concrete.  This would imply that this is required for both 
residential and commercial driveways.  Rapid setting concrete is also covered in 
Special Provisions Section 10-1.28 (Concrete Curbs, Gutters and Sidewalks).  
Section 10-1.28 and 10-1.29 state that driveways shall be opened within 3 days of 
demolition.  Section 10-1.28 states that public traffic shall not be permitted on new 
concrete for at least 24 hours after final set.  There appears to be a conflict and it 
does not appear rapid set concrete is required anywhere on the project.  Please 
clarify. 
 
A:  Rapid set concrete is required per the specifications. This will allow for quicker 
opening of commercial and residential driveways.  Driveways will need to be 
demolished, graded, formed, and poured within a time frame to allow for 24 hour 
set time on the rapid set concrete in order to open the driveway within 3 days. 

 
121. Q: The Geotechnical report does not provide any information on existing 

groundwater.  Therefore it would be assumed that no dewatering will be required at 
Little Bear Creek for the culvert extension scope.  If this is not correct, please 
provide groundwater information to be used for bid purposes including any 
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information available on anticipated flows.    
 
A:  Addendum No.2 addresses the dewatering for the culvert. Wells from 4 miles 
away do not indicate shallow ground water and the geotechnical report did not 
encounter groundwater. 

 
122. Q: Can you please identify the beginning and ending limits of the demolition scope 

and all applicable bid items?  
 
A:  The plans provide enough information in order to bid. 

 
123. Q: How is driveway conform patching to be paid for?  

 
A:  Bid item #64. Refer to Addendum No. 3 for changes to payment on curb and 
gutter, and sidewalk. 

 
124. Q: Reference spec section 10-2.02 Cost Breakdown.  The Sample cost breakdown 

shows a quantity of 622 CY of Import Topsoil.  No depth for import topsoil is 
provided on the L pages nor in the specifications.  Please clarify the depth and 
location for Import topsoil.  
 
A:  Addendum No. 3 provides a detail for the topsoil section when placing trees. 

 
125. Q: Drawing C-9:  There are 2 notes to “Relocate Exist FH…”.  Please clarify the 

bid item for this work. 
 
A:  Addendum No. 3 address relocate existing fire hydrant and how the item is 
paid.  

 
126. Q: Drawing C-12:  Please review the stationing on this sheet and the Match Lines.  

They do not appear to be correct. 
 
A:  The match lines are reference to the curb and gutter alignments not the main 
Thornton Road alignment. 

 
127. Q: Drawing C-13:  There is a note at Sta 75+83 to install a “Lamphole” on the new 

8” SS.  Please provide a detail for this material and installation. The City Standard 
Details do not seem to include one. 
 
A:  Refer to City of Stockton Detail #58. 
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128. Q: Drawing C-13:  There is a note at Sta 75+83 to install a “Lamphole” on the new 
8” SS.  Please provide a detail for this material and installation. The City Standard 
Details do not seem to include one. Drawing C-13:  There appears notes for a 12” 
waterline across Thornton at approximately Station 77+50.  This pipeline is not 
sized or defined on Drawing U-4.  Please clarify. 
 
A:  The water line is to be installed dry and then plugged. The C-13 shows the 
callout. 

 
129. Q: Drawing SR-10: There is a note at Station 84+80, stating to install a “New FDC, 

WM and FH….”.  Please clarify the bid item(s) for this work.  This work is not 
shown on Drawing U-4. 
 
A:  Sheet SR-10 shows the detailed call out for this bid item. Addendum No. 2 
addresses this question. 

 
130. Q: Will existing slide gate and operator have to be re-installing after fence line line 

has been move back sheet SR-1? 
 
A:  Addendum No. 2 addresses this question. 

 
131. Q: Will gates on sheet SR-3 now be double swing? 

 
A:  Addendum No. 2 addresses this question. 

 
132. Q: Bid Item #61 of the base bid, ‘Remove and Replace Irrigation’, calls out a 

quantity of 5,746 square feet, and the plan has a called out hash mark with the 
same description but the square footage I came to is about 21,600 sf. Is there a 
reason for the much smaller square footage on that line item? All other landscape 
related items matched up to within 50-100 square feet or so. 
 
A:  Addendum No. 3 has revised bid quantities for this item. The item only includes 
the remove and replace solid hatching on the plans 

 
 

133. Q: Varies Questions 
 

a. Hazardous Material - We need a quantity and need to know what the material 
is. A: Previously addressed. 

b. Adjusting of dry utility vaults and manholes – we don’t touch these and the 
utilities won’t allow us to. A:  Addressed in Addendum No. 2. 
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c. Topsoil Specs – need to know depth and specifications. A: Addendum No. 3 
provides a detail for the topsoil section when placing trees. 

d. Stamped Concrete – Need to know what color.  A: The color for the Stamped 
Concrete shall be “Brick Red” and shall closely conform to the City approved 
colors. 

e. Concrete locations – A: Addressed in Addendum No. 2. 
f. Slurry concrete removal – need an estimated quantity and pay item. A: 

Addressed in Addendum No. 2. 
g. Binder for the HMA. A: Addendum No. 3 addresses question. 
h. Concrete Ramps - Clarification of pay limits for ramps and sidewalks. A: 

Addressed in Addendum No. 2. 
i. Concrete – Need R-vaules so we know where we need AB. A: Addressed in 

Addendum No. 2. All geotech and pavement design provided. R-Values <40, 
AB is required throughout. 

j. Misc. – several responses indicate that the bid sheet will be updated to include 
various bid items.  A: Addressed in Addendum No. 2 and new Addendum No. 3 

 
134. Q: Reference Q&A #108.  The answer states that a full depth reconstruct of the 

road for the full width (Note #1 of 0.50’ / 1.92’ AB) from Station 94+50 to 96+00 is 
required as part of Bid Alternate A.  This in addition to the standard widening (Note 
#1 of 0.50’ / 1.92’ AB) with new curb / gutter / sidewalk adjacent to it.  This new 
road being constructed takes place in between Mosher Bridge where the base bid 
stops and Station 96+00 where the grind /overlay work begins (Note #2 of 0.35’ / 
0.17’ cold plane) and runs to the end of the project.  If this section is actually a full 
depth reconstruct, further clarification is needed as to what stage it gets 
constructed in, traffic patterns during this work, City’s intent for how to construct 
(half at a time, traffic detours allowed, etc,..).  This information is critical to being 
able to provide a proposal.  The current stage construction plans do not address 
when / how this is constructed and how traffic is required to flow.  Stage 3 plans 
stop at Station 84+00 and Stage 1 / 2 plans show only the widening work for Bid 
Alternate A. 
 
A:  Addendum No. 2 addresses the question. 

 
135. Q: Reference Q&A #108.  The answer states that a full depth reconstruct of the 

road for the full width (Note #1 of 0.50’ / 1.92’ AB) from Station 94+50 to 96+00 is 
required as part of Bid Alternate A.  This in addition to the standard widening (Note 
#1 of 0.50’ / 1.92’ AB) with new curb / gutter / sidewalk adjacent to it.  This new 
road being constructed takes place in between Mosher Bridge where the base bid 
stops and Station 96+00 where the grind /overlay work begins (Note #2 of 0.35’ / 
0.17’ cold plane) and runs to the end of the project.  If this section is actually a full 
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depth reconstruct, further clarification is needed as to what stage it gets 
constructed in, traffic patterns during this work, City’s intent for how to construct 
(half at a time, traffic detours allowed, etc,..).  This information is critical to being 
able to provide a proposal.  The current stage construction plans do not address 
when / how this is constructed and how traffic is required to flow.  Stage 3 plans 
stop at Station 84+00 and Stage 1 / 2 plans show only the widening work for Bid 
Alternate A. 
 
A:  Addendum No. 2 addresses the question. 

 
136. Q: Reference Q&A #63.  The answer states that an item is being added for “fish 

removal”.  Please consider have the City furnished Biologist complete all work 
associated with fish removal.  If this will not be changed, please provide the 
detailed requirements of the Contractor for removing fish under the new bid item. 
 
A: Biologist and fish removal services will be furnished by the City.  

 
137. Q: Q&A #65 clarified that all curb and gutter in front of disability ramps shall pay in 

the ramp items (Bid Items #32, #33 and #54).  Please clarify whether all curb and 
gutter in front of driveways shall similarly pay in the driveway items (Bid Items #34 
and #35).  Or does this curb and gutter pay in Bid Item #29?  Please clarify.  
 
A:  Addressed in Addendum No. 2. 

 
138. Q: Please confirm that existing sewer manholes adjusted by the contractor are not 

required to be lined / coated (Reference Q&A #41).  This is only for existing 
manholes, not new manholes. 
 
A:  Existing manholes are not required to be lined. 

 
139. Q: What is the intent / location of roadway embankment (Bid Item #16)? 

 
A:  The north end of Thornton Road will require fill material in order to construct 
the roadway and slopes to catch. There are also areas where embankment will be 
need to fill existing drainage ditches. 

 
140. Q: Can lane charts be provided for the project?  Please confirm that lane closures 

for reversing control / flaggers on Thornton Road are allowed and what the allowed 
work hours are?  Section 10-1.08 states that a 10’ lane in each direction must be 
provided at all times, please revise / delete as this will not occur in the daytime 
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during lane closures. 
 
A:  Lane charts will not be provided.   

 
141. Q: Please provide revised plan sheets showing deleted conform grinding (ie., side 

street hatching called out as driveway conforms, etc,..).  Is there any conform 
grinding required on the project at all? 
 
A:  Addressed by Addendum No. 2.   

 
142. Q: Appendix C contains a 401 Water Quality Certification, which requires 

notification, surface water sampling, and reporting.  Please confirm whether these 
requirements will be the responsibility of the City of Stockton or the responsibility of 
the contractor.  If any element of the 401 Water Quality Certification is the 
responsibility of the contractor, please identify how that work will be compensated. 
 
A:  Per Section 10-1.01 Order of Work, “Attention is directed to "Environmental 
Mitigation and Permits” found within the appendix of these special provisions which 
the Contractor will be required to adhere to. Full compensation for conforming to 
such requirements shall be considered as included in the contract price for the 
various items of work and no additional compensation will be allowed therefor.” 

 
143. Q: It appears the quantities are switched for Bid Items #34 (Residential Driveways) 

and #35 (Commercial Driveways).  The plans show 12 each called out as 
residential and 33 each called out as commercial, per the notes on sheets C1 to C-
20 and per the Q&A feedback for driveways that were not labeled.  Please confirm 
and revise bid schedule as necessary. 
 
A:  Addressed in revised bid form dated 5/19/16.   

 
144. Q: Please confirm quantity for Bid Alternate A, Bid Item #17 (Disability Ramps).  

The item is 10 each, but it appears only 6 each are shown. 
 
A:  Addendum No. 3 addresses the additional 4 ramps for a total of 10 ramps. 

 
145. Q: Please confirm quantity for Bid Alternate A, Bid Item #17 (Disability Ramps).  

The item is 10 each, but it appears only 6 each are shown. 
 
A:  Addendum No. 3 addresses the additional 4 ramps for a total of 10 ramps. 
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146. Q: Please confirm quantity for Base Bid, Bid Item #56 (Sound Wall).  The item is 
440 LF, but it appears only one location of 258 LF are shown. 
 
A:  Addressed by Addendum No. 2. 

 
147. Q: Please confirm quantity for Base Bid, Bid Item #58 (Keystone Wall).  The item is 

380 LF, but it appears only two locations totaling 332 LF are shown. 
 
A:  Addressed by Addendum No. 2. 

 
148. Q: Please confirm quantity for Base Bid, Bid Item #86 (12” APC Storm Drain Pipe).  

The item is 1090 LF, but the quantity shown on the plans and profiles appears ~ 
30% higher. 
 
A:  Addressed by Addendum No. 2. 

 
149. Q: There is no bid item for 12” APC Storm Drain pipe in Bid Alternate A (like there 

is for the Base Bid), but there are quantities shown for this scope of work on the 
drainage plans and profiles.  Please confirm and add a bid item to this schedule. 
 
A:  Addendum No. 3 adds bid item to Alternate A. 

 
150. Q: There is no bid item for removal of storm drain pipe in Bid Alternate A (like there 

is for the Base Bid), but there are quantities shown for this scope of work on the 
drainage plans and profiles.  Please confirm and add a bid item to this schedule. 
 
A:  Addendum No. 3 adds bid item to Alternate A. 

  
151. Q: Please consider making Base Bid Items #18 - #21 not final pay items.  The 

plans do not clearly show all concrete or limits required for removal in order for the 
Contractor to accurately quantify. 
 
A:  Addendum No. 3 removes the final pay requirement. 

  
152. Q: Plan Sheet CD-9 mentions inspection by a qualified Geotechnical Engineer 

under Note #2 (first section).  Is this performed by the City or is the Contractor 
required to supply / furnish this? 
 
A:  Inspections are not required. 
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153. Q: Plan Sheet CD-9 mentions “special inspection” being provided under Notes #1 - 
#4 (second section).  Is this performed by the City or is the Contractor required to 
supply / furnish this? 
 
A:  Inspections are not required. 

 
154. Q: What bid item does new water valve adjustment to finish grade get 

compensated under for the new fire hydrants being installed? 
 
A:  Fire Hydrant valves are subject to change. Any valves within the new pavement 
section will be required to be adjusted to finished grade per bid item 76. Any valves 
within the existing pavement will be included in the installation price. 

 
155. Q: What trench detail is to be used for fire hydrant laterals? 

 
A:  Refer to City of Stockton Standard details 50, 50A and 51. Fire Hydrants shall 
be installed per detail 101. 

 
156. Q: Reference Q&A #45.  Is this stating that the Contractor is required to pay the 

fees noted in the attachment for Section (4)(A) – annual fee of $512 plus $51 per 
acre disturbed for the project?  If not, please clarify the costs / fees required of the 
Contractor to include with their proposal. 
 
A:  The link provided in the Q/A number 45. 

 
157. Q: Reference Q&A #61 and LOC #1 Item #4.  In recap for clarification – Please 

confirm that the contractor is not responsible for any testing, disposal, or additional 
excavation costs of any material required to be excavated as part of this project 
(whether inside or outside of the roadway prism).  All of these costs will be 
compensated as change order work if encountered. 
 
A:  The clarification is correct. 

 
158. Q: In the Q & A’s questions #9 & #78 seem to conflict.  Please clarify. 

 
A:  The Q/A questions #78 is needs to be revised from 2” AC on 4” AB to 2” AC on 
6” AB as per question #9. 

 
159. Q: Can a mobilization item be added to the alternate? 

 
A:  Addendum No. 3 adds bid item to Alternate A. 
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160. Q: Will additional working days be granted if the alternate is awarded? 

 
A: 30 working days will be added if Alternate is awarded. 

  
161. Q: Please provide a bid item for the water treatment system required by a Level 2 

SWPPP project. 
 
A:  The Level 2 SWPPP does not require and Active Treatment System. The 
contractor may elect to construct the Storm Water Interceptors from the plan set for 
an Active Treatment System. If done the contractor shall maintain the Interceptors 
and remove all construction debris during activities. The City will evaluate the 
condition of the Interceptors post construction prior to acceptance. 

 
162. Q: Can the construction hours be extended beyond 8:00 AM – 4:00 PM?  Is night 

work a possibility? 
 
A:  Hours that deviate from the approved specifications will require review and 
approval from the City traffic Engineer.  

 
163. Q: How do CMS boards get paid? 

 
A:  Included in the Traffic Control bid item. 

 
164. Q: Can a quantity be provided for bid item #13 and a location shown on the plans? 

 
A:  The quantity will not be included 

 

 

 


